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"Use negative commentary as a
positive – because if you know
about it, you can explain it."

4. embrace discomfort

1. talk in plain language 

"It’s hard to communicate to the board issues 
with technical nuances. The lollipop diagram visualises relationships
between products and service components - but layers cost and risk on
top of it. Those are things the board understands."

"I've recently been recruiting for a board-facing role. We've taken the word
cyber out of the job title and role description – because speak geek when
you're talking to the Board, and you’ll go straight out the door." 

"It’s hard to communicate to
the board issues with technical
nuances. The lollipop diagram
visualises relationships
between products and service
components - but layers cost
and risk on top of it. Those are
things the board understands."

James Findlay Stance Global

“Badge change as a
revolution and you’ll often
face dire consequences.” 
James Findlay Principle and Co-founder, Stance
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Why clear goals and a people-first approach lead to
secure transformation

Change is often managed as a technology initiative, when in fact it’s a people initiative
dependent on communication that cuts through hierarchy – or else risks inciting little
other than fear. As for aligning cyber security with transformation, what more can we
do to demonstrate its importance to the workforce? 

 the highlights

the
takeaways

"If you have someone in the
organisation who goes, “I
understand how this new tech is
going to work for us, I will help
the rest of the department,” all
of a sudden you are spreading
the tentacles of the change that
you are initiating and moving to
the end goal."

Liz Murray FNZ

"It’s not as simple as putting a
fence around stuff: you’ve got
to embed security from the
start. We can make systems
that are bulletproof, but they’ll
never be used by people
either. It has to be people-
centric: people use systems,
so they have to be usable.
Your cybersecurity goals have
to align with and support your
business goals."

Jon Stevens Stratia Cyber

"No one's ever
asked me

what I think."

true story

When we use language like
multi-factor authentication,
phishing, vishing, smishing, it’s 
so alienating. It's a fake text. 
It's a confidence trickster.

The first question you need to answer is - ‘Where do we
want to be?’ Organisations find it strangely difficult to
answer. It needs to be something challenging enough to
arouse people’s interest - but offset that with a sense of
realism. 

2. true story: people need to be heard

If people feel involved, needed and heard,
you're more likely to have a successful outcome.

"In the example that I gave you, the
management team said to me they've seen that
individual's like a changed person who is more
engaged in the changes than they've ever seen
before. This isn't magic, it's just being human." 

Staff who have contributed their views in a
constructive setting are far more likely to
endorse the rationale for change.

3. don't be afraid of 
negative feedback

10%
Aim to solicit the 

opinions and ideas
about problems and

approaches from
around 10% of the 
affected workforce. 

A key technical service manager for the delivery of a
critical service to the business

WHY CLEAR GOALS AND A PEOPLE-FIRST APPROACH LEAD TO SECURE TRANSFORMATION
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"The cultural, softer aspects, are more problematic and much
harder to grapple with because it forces the organisation to
shine a light on itself. That's often uncomfortable and it's
therefore ignored completely."

Liz Murray Global Security Culture and
Awareness Lead, FNZ

Less tangible, measurable aspects are often more
challenging – yet the most important – to address 

Speak to the people who are 
likely to be your biggest dissenters 
as early as possible in the process.
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